REFORAC
GENERAL
CATALOGUE

SILICONE SEALANTS

REFORAC 660
UNIVERSAL SILICONE

REFORAC 500N
NEUTRAL SILICONE

REFORAC 600
UNIVERSAL SILICONE

is formulated to perform over a wide

is one component, easy applicable,

is formulated to perform over a wide

range of indoor and outdoor

Alcoxy based neutral silicone sealant.

range of indoor and outdoor

applications. Universal silicone can be

Neutral silicone can be used as a filling

applications. Universal silicone can be

used as a filling and bonding material

and bonding material for glass or

used as a filling and bonding material

for glass, carpentry, metal, tile,

glazed surface, paint wood, aluminium

for glass, carpentry, metal, tile, PVC

PVC and building elements.

and other metals, stone, concrete,

and building elements.

GRP, PVC and other plastics.
Colours: Black / White / Clear / Grey /

Colours: Black / White / Clear / Grey /

Colours: Black / White / Clear / Grey /

Brown / Beige

Brown / Beige

Brown / Beige

Packing: 310 ml. x 25 per box

Packing: 280 ml. x 25 per box

REFORAC 600R HIGH
TEMPERATURE SILICONE

REFORAC 600AF

REFORAC 600F
SHOWER CABIN

is used for joining and sealing joints,

is one component, easy applicable,

is one component, easy applicable,

seams and cracks in places where high

Acetoxy based silicone sealant.

Acetoxy based silicone sealant.

heat resistance is required. Adheres very

REFORAC Pro can be used as filling

REFORAC Shower Cabin can be used

well to glass, enamel, tiles, glazed

and bonding material for ceramic tile,

as a filling and bonding material for

ceramics and smooth metals.

window, aluminium, metal, bathrooms

ceramic tile, window, aluminium,

Particularly suited for joining and

and kitchens.

metal, bathrooms and kitchens.

edges around hot plates, heating ducts,

Colours: Black / White / Clear / Grey /

Colours: White / Clear

flues, heat screens for the fireplace.

Brown

Packing: 310 ml. x 25 per box

sealing oven and microwave windows,

Packing: 310 ml. x 25 per box
Colours: Red
Packing: 310 ml. x 25 per box
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Packing: 310 ml. x 25 per box

SILICONE SEALANTS

REFORAC 600
AQUARIUM SILICONE

REFORAC 550
MIRROR SILICONE

REFORAC 400
SILICONE

has been specifically formulated for

is a neutral curing, Alkoxy based 100%

is a one component, easy applicable,

the fabrication of fresh and salt-water

silicone sealant with outstanding

neutral silicone. It provides excellent

aquariums. The bonds are unaffected

adhesion that provides a permanent

adhesion for plastic, metal, wood

by continuous immersion in water and

flexible bond for mirrors to painted

joineries assemble to the glass for

it is non-toxic to fish when fully cured.

surfaces, plaster, metal, or wood.

insulating glass applications, door

It can be used for mirror bonding, PVC

and window joints, fixing mirrors,

Colours: Black / Grey

carpentry assembling, for high structu-

fixing PVC joineries.

Packing: 300 ml. x 25 per box

res among cushions to stretch, for
attaching glass into plastic and metal.

Colours: Black / White / Clear / Grey
Packing: 280 ml. x 25 per box

Colours: White
Packing: 310 ml. x 25 per box
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ACRYLIC SEALANTS

REFORAC ACRYLIC SEALANT
can be used as a filling, insulating and imperviousness
material for construction material, metal, wood, PVC,
aluminium frames, wall cracks.
Colours: White / Black / Grey / Brown / Gold oak
Packing: 310 ml. x 25 per box

REFORAC SILICONIZED SEALANT
can be used as a filling, insulating and imperviousness
material for construction material, metal, wood, PVC,
aluminium frames, wall cracks. It provides maximum
adhesion and flexibility.
Colours: White / Black / Grey / Brown / Gold oak
Packing: 310 ml. x 25 per box

REFORAC SUPER SILICONIZED SEALANT
is one component, water based filling mastic.
It provides maximum adhesion and flexibility.
REFORAC Super Siliconized Sealant can be used as
a filling, insulating and imperviousness material for
construction material, metal, wood, PVC, aluminium
frames, wall cracks.
Colours: White / Black
Packing: 310 ml. x 25 per box
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ACRYLIC SEALANTS

REFORAC EKO SEALANT

REFORAC PRO EXTERIOR

can be used as a filling, insulating and imperviousness

is an elastic water based acrylic for interior and exterior use

material for construction material, metal, wood, PVC,

with a very good adhesion to many materials, even on damp

aluminium frames, wall cracks.

surfaces without using a primer. REFORAC Pro Exterior is rain
resistant. It is suitable for sealing cracks, chinks, seams and

Colours: White / Black / Grey / Brown / Gold oak

connection joints that have a maximum 7,5% joint movement.

Packing: 310 ml. x 25 per box

Not suitable for joints exposed to continuous water immersion
or joints which are totally closed used for sealing joints on

ACRYLIC STRUCTURE

buildings, assembling window and door frames as a filling
and insulating material.

can be used to seal the joints, cracks, door
and window frames, window sills, prefabricated

Colours: White / Black / Grey / Brown / Gold oak

materials, stairs, skirting, board, wood, sheet,

Packing: 310 ml. x 25 per box

chimneys, pipes and drains. Also it can be
used for sealing wall cracks and adheres to brick,
concrete, plasterwork, wood, glass, ceramic
tiles, metals and rigid PVC.
Packing: 310 ml. x 25 per box
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POLYURETHANE FOAMS
REFORAC B1 FIRE
RESISTANT FOAM

is a one component isolation and construction polyurethane foam for industrial
and building applications. The foam has an excellent dimension stability.
The foam seals and fills joints, holes and gaps and cures in response to humidity.
The use of the gun makes it easier to adjust the foam extrusion. Use the gun
Reforac supplies. When cured the excess foam can be trimmed, sanded and
painted. This foam can be applied on all building materials except silicone,
Teflon, polyethylene and polypropylene.
It is resistant to practically most weather conditions, seawater, steam and
moisture. Fire resistance up to 4 hours. Acts as a seal to prevent the passage
of smoke and as an air-proof. Fills the large and small gaps and provides insulation.
Can be used inside and outside (cured foam must be covered). Provides excellent
adhesion to most construction materials. Can be applied to all kinds of building
materials except silicone, Teflon, polyethylene and polypropylene. Do not apply
on bitumen or other solvent sensitive surfaces.
Packing: 750 ml. x 12 per box (Gun Grade - Normal Grade)

REFORAC FLEXIBLE FOAM

is a one-component flexible gunfoam, an air humidity curing pre-polymerized
mixture in an aerosol can. Flexible foam Foam is used for installation of doors
and windows, insulation and fixation of tubes, filling holes and gaps, fixation of
wall panels and roof stones, and for thermal insulation. (Especially for applications
where higher joint movement is required). Cured foam is a good temperature and
sound insulator, and has strong adhesive properties. Foam has high elasticity and
shape recovery. IFT approved.
Packing: 750 ml. x 12 per box (Gun Grade)
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POLYURETHANE FOAMS
REFORAC B3 PU-FOAM

is a one component isolation and construction polyurethane foam for industrial
and building applications. The foam has an excellent dimension stability.
The foam seals and fills joints, holes and gaps and cures in response to humidity.
The use of the gun makes it easier to adjust the foam extrusion. Use the gun
Reforac supplies. When cured the excess part can be trimmed, sanded and painted.
This foam can be applied on all building materials except silicone, Teflon,
polyethylene and polypropylene. It is resistant to practically most weather
conditions, seawater, steam and moisture.
Packing: 750 ml. 845 gr. x 12 per box (Gun Grade - Normal Grade)

REFORAC ALL WEATHER
FOAM -10/+35°C

is a one component isolation and construction polyurethane foam for industrial
and building applications. The foam has an excellent dimension stability.
The foam seals and fills joints, holes and gaps and cures in response to humidity.
The use of the gun makes it easier to adjust the foam extrusion. Use the gun
Reforac supplies. When cured the excess foam can be trimmed, sanded and
painted. This foam can be applied on all building materials except silicone, Teflon,
polyethylene and polypropylene. It is resistant to practically most weather
conditions, seawater, steam and moisture.
Packing: 750 ml. 845 gr. x 12 per box (Gun Grade - Normal Grade)

REFORAC MEGA FOAM

is a one component isolation and construction polyurethane foam for industrial
and building applications. The foam has an excellent dimension stability. The foam
seals and fills joints, holes and gaps and cures in response to humidity. The use of
the gun makes it easier to adjust the foam extrusion. Use the gun Reforac supplies.
When cured the excess part can be trimmed, sanded and painted. This foam can
be applied on all building materials except silicone, Teflon, polyethylene and
polypropylene. It is resistant to practically most weather conditions, seawater,
steam and moisture.
Packing: 875 ml. 1000 gr. x 12 per box (Gun Grade)

REFORAC FOAM
CLEANER SPRAY

cleans foam residues and prevents choking up on top of the gun.
More effective results can be achieved if it is applied immediately after usage.
Packing: 500 ml. 535 gr. x 12 per box
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ADHESIVES, WATER BASED
REFORAC PANEL ADHESIVE

is a one component, high strength adhesive sealant. REFORAC Panel Adhesive can
be used for sealing materials, such as strafor, heat isolation panels, wooden panels,
wooden door and window frames, brooms, wainscoting, acoustic panels, ceramic
faience and also it can be used for fittings and repairing.
Packing: 300 ml. x 25 per box

REFORAC LAMINATE AND
PARQUET ADHESIVE

is a polyvinyl based and solvent free adhesive, especially suitable for
pre-finished parquet (edge and heat), floor coverings, laminates, wooden furniture,
etc. Particularly suitable if thermal stability and water resistance is required.
Material alters the natural colour of wood. It can be used for lamination
applications of laminate or natural parquet, furniture industry.
Colours: White (translucent after drying)
Packing: 500 gr. x 12 per box

REFORAC LIQUID NAIL
SOLVENT FREE ADHESIVE

based on acrylic dispersions, which adheres to all common building surfaces
and replaces nails and screws. It can be used for fix skirting boards in both
wood and PVC, thresholds, panels, ceramic tiles and ornamental framework
on to various substrates such as masonry, concrete, plaster, chipboard,
plasterboard and wood. Also suitable for the adhesion of polystyrene foam
and polystyrene tile.
Colours: White (translucent after drying)
Packing: 300 ml. x 25 per box
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ADHESIVES, OTHER

REFORAC MARBLE
& STONE ADHESIVE

is an unsaturated polyester resin based, two component adhesive, which cures
with a hardener. Material is easily applicable. Material’s colour remains constant.
Material does not diverge, crack, soften and bend between temperatures of -20° C
to + 100° C material doesn’t have scent. Material is resistant to solvents, alkali and
acid solutions. It can be used for bonding of marble, stone, ceramic wall tailings,
clay, polishing stones, concrete and wood based materials.
Colours: Beige / White / Champagne
Packing: 250 gr. + Hardener 7 gr. x 24 per box
700 gr. + Hardener 21 gr. x 12 per box
1000 gr. + Hardener 30 gr. x 12 per box
1200 gr. + Hardener 35 gr. x l2 per box
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ADHESIVES PU BASED
REFORAC PU 25

is a one-component, high-modulus polyurethane sealant that cures on exposure
to atmospheric humidity. It is used in door, window and siding installation;
in roofing systems to provide a weather-proof and expansion-proof seal on roof
joints and exterior gaps; and, in concrete applications, to provide an abrasion
as well as stress resistant seal parts that are exposed to heavy vehicle and
pedestrian traffic. It possesses excellent adhesion to sheet iron, aluminium,
stainless steel, lead, copper, ceramic, glass, wood and various plastic materials.
Colours: White / Black / Grey
Packing: 300 ml. x 25 per box aluminium cartridge
400 ml. x 25 per box sausage
600 ml. x 24 per box sausage

REFORAC PU 40

is a one-component, high-modulus polyurethane sealant that cures on exposure
to atmospheric humidity. It possesses excellent adhesion to sheet iron, aluminium,
stainless steel, lead, copper, ceramic, glass, wood and various plastic materials.
It uses in sealing and bonding of ventilation ducts, gutters and spouts, body
construction of cars, containers, caravans and in sealing of sheet metal seams.
Colours: White / Black / Grey
Packing: 300 ml. x 25 per box aluminium cartridge
400 ml. x 25 per box sausage
600 ml. x 24 per box sausage

REFORAC PU MARINE
GRADE ADHESIVE

is one component, polyurethane based wood adhesive, which cures with
moisture of air and has excellent resistance abilities to impact of water.
It has a short drying time with gap filling ability by swelling with high
adhesive capacity. Water resistant and applicable even to wet, wood made
surfaces. It can be used for bonding of all kind of hard wood made materials.
It can be used for installing of MDF, slab surfaces, Formica and doorframes,
ships, yachts, furniture industry.
Packing: 700 gr. x 12 per box
500 gr. x12 per box
300 gr. x12 per box
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OTHER ADHESIVES
REFORAC HYBRID
50 SHORE A

is ideal as an all-purpose industrial adhesive where speed of cure and high strength
bonding are essential. This universal system will bond and seal nearly every kind of
surface to almost every kind of substrate thus replacing mechanical fastening, can
find use in a variety of industrial applications such as assembly, interior & exterior
joint sealing as well as seam sealing of metal roofing and cover plates.
50 shore A exhibits good adhesive strength for typical industrial applications where
diverse surfaces require bonding such as plastics to wood and plastics to metal.
Primerless application allows faster operations and thus reduced processing costs.
Surfaces must be clean, dry and free from contaminants that could hinder bonding.
No primer needed.
Colours: White / Black / Clear / Beige / Grey
Packing: 290 ml. x 25 per box
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OTHER ADHESIVES
REFORAC ONE COMPONENT
PVC ADHESIVE

with stabilized synthetic resin and volatile solvent based. Easily applicable.
Material should be mixed well before using. Approximate drying time is
10 minutes. It is used in joints of PVC pipes (water, gas) which are produced
with or without pressure.
Colours: clear
Packing: R-12 50 gr. Tube x 48 per box
R-12 125 gr. Tube x 30 perbox
R-12 250 gr. Can x 24 per box
R-12 500 gr. Can x 12 per box
R-12 1000 gr. Can x 12 per box

REFORAC 2C PROFESSIONAL
RAPID ADHESIVE

is cyanoacrylate adhesive. When it is used together with spray the execution
time for bonding is 15 seconds. It can be used for profile corner consist of MDF,
to cover the cupboard, laminate.
Packing: 50 gr. cyanoacrylate + 200 ml. activator x 50 per box
• High performance
• Easy usage
• Rapid reaction
• Hardening in a short time
• Making strong anchorage for all materials like concrete, tile and walls
Packing: 380 ml. (A+B) x 12 per box

REFORAC HYBRID
35 SHORE A

is ideal as an all-purpose construction sealant. This universal sealant will bond
and seal nearly every kind of surface to almost every kind of substrate.
Due to its universal is suitable to replace the multitude of bonding systems
previously required in construction applications, can find use in a variety of
construction applications such as sealing perimeters, joint sealing and structural
bonding. The speed of cure eliminates dirt pick-up whilst exhibiting high strength
build-up displays good adhesive strength on typical construction substrates such
as diverse plastics, concrete, wood and various metals. Surfaces must be clean,
dry and free from contaminants that could hinder bonding. Primer not needed.
Colours: Clear
Packing: 290 ml. x 25 per box
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OTHERS
REFORAC HD40

REFORAC TUBE ACRYLIC SEALANT

is a non- siliconized, lubricant effective, rust resolver,

is one part flexible acrylic emulsion joint sealant with a high

protective spray. It provides an oily surface, stops squeaks

polymer proportion, providing an economic solution for low

and prevents corrosion in vehicles, household appliances,

movement joints. Internal sealing around windows,

hinges, springs. It creates a protective film layer in rusty

doorframes skirting boards, covings and repairs to plaster

areas, which are corroded. It avoids the oxidation in rusted

work. Also applicable by installing wood, PVC and

bolts and nuts. It helps removing the moisture from the

aluminium frames.

metal surfaces, electricity switches and car ignitions.
Colours: White
Colours: Clear / White / Black

Packing: 100 gr. x 48 per box

Packing: 50 ml. x 48 per box

REFORAC RTV AUTO GASKET

YOU CAN FIND THE FOLLOWING PRODUCTS
IN REFORAC SAUSAGE RANGE AS 400 ML.
OR 600 ML

is a fast curing, durable, flexible and low modulus Acetoxy

•

REFORAC Silicone Sealant

based silicone sealant for use in special applications.

•

REFORAC Neutral Silicone Sealant

It can be used as gasket for automobiles, differential cover,

•

REFORAC Super Arcylic Sealant

motor cover, carburettor cover and pumps, to seal in heating

•

REFORAC Siliconized Sealant

systems and thermostat.

•

REFORAC Super Siliconized Sealant

•

REFORAC IGS (Insulanting Glass Sealant)

Colours: Red / Blue / Black

•

REFORAC SG (Structural Glazing Sealant)

Packing: 50 ml. x 48 per box

•

REFORAC Polyurethane Sealant

•

REFORAC Pro
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FOR SAMPLES:
REFORAC BV
P.O. box 648
2100 AP Heemstede
The Netherlands

REFORAC

info@reforac.com
www.reforac.com

Average values are shown, unless otherwise
specified. All tapes in our series need to be
thoroughly tested on the surface of the specific
application they are suited to. Reforac is not
responsible for product damage, unless the entire
test cycle was completed. Client decides on the
suitability of the tapes for the intended application.

